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ABSTRACT

Honesty education for college students can cultivate and cultivate students' honesty and honest character, but the current college education has some problems, restricting the honesty education of college students, starting from the multi dimension of crack the reality plight of integrity education of College students.

INTRODUCTION

After 20 years of educational development and innovation, college students' integrity education plays an important role in cultivating talents and promoting the overall development of college students. But as China's society has entered a new stage, anti-corruption has entered the "new normal". The traditional honest education of college students cannot fully adapt to the new normal of College Students' Honesty Education in terms of educational environment, subjects, objects, education methods, contents and evaluation methods.

FIRST, THE PERPLEXITY OF THE PRESENT COLLEGE STUDENTS' HONESTY EDUCATION

Problems in the environment of education. On the one hand from the Transparency International Corruption Perception Index, China from 1998 to 2011, the score has been low, corruption is serious, the party since eighteen, the CPC Central Committee made anti-corruption, a large number of corrupt elements dealt with, the resulting negative effects will weaken the direct effect and the quality of integrity education of college students, on the other on the one hand, from the micro environment, known as "ivory tower" college is no longer a pure land in recent years, universities have frequent occurrences of all kinds of corruption, and more. These unfavorable factors subtly effect on college students, college students directly affects the life and values of health, plus student’s not dialectical view of the overall situation of national anti-corruption and achievements, to enable students to produce clean education itself questioned, lose confidence.

Problems in the subject of education. A survey of Chongqing Jiaotong University Wang Jianguo, Fu Hongying, "do you think the honesty education of college students in the main problems are" multiple-choice questions, 33.72% of the students chose "insufficient leadership", 48.37% of the students choose "positioning", 39.21% of the students chose "simple", 45.91% the students "enthusiasm of students is not high" [1]. The survey shows that colleges and
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universities have not introduced honest education into the ideological and political education system of University, and do not regard honesty education as a long-term and systematic ideological and political education work.

The inadequacy of subject of education. The main part of the honesty education of the university students own problems restricting the implementation of honesty education, mainly reflected in the lack of professional skills, the subject mainly includes the honesty education of the University Students Ideological and political workers, teachers, students and college counselors of discipline inspection and supervision mechanism of personnel, ideological and Political Teachers with professional knowledge, lack of practical experience, student workers counselors, busy, lack of energy, discipline inspection and supervision institutions lack of professional theory, these are largely reduced the effect of education.

The problem of the object of education. Is a part of students do not pay enough attention to education of honesty, bias in concept; two is part of the college students in the sense of honesty on knowledge exist is not unified, lose confidence to feel confused, all sorts of social corruption exposure; the three is busy with school and college students' employment pressure, "practical, light moral education" the phenomenon still exists in college students, these problems have also affected the honesty education effect.

Problems in educational content and means. One is the honesty education discipline system is not perfect, the lack of academic support; two is in the education content has theory and practice disjointed phenomenon, the three is education to take most of the old single, indoctrination education, education and lack of systematic and coherent, the enthusiasm of the students to receive education is not high, restricting the quality of integrity education them.

Problems in educational evaluation. "Establish and improve the performance evaluation mechanism of honest and clean government education and pay attention to the effect of teaching."

In order to understand and measure the awareness of honest and clean government and the development level of honest and clean government, we should inspire and evaluate the enthusiasm and initiative of teachers and students in clean government education and teaching. At present, most colleges and universities haven't set up a complete evaluation system of integrity education for college students, which directly leads to ineffective tracking and timely feedback on the implementation of honest education, which seriously affects the effect of honest education. [2]

TWO, UNDER THE NEW SITUATION, THE UNDERSTANDING AND PATH OF DOING A GOOD JOB OF INTEGRITY EDUCATION FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

The diversity of the subject of education and the particularity of the object of education. The multiple subject of integrity education of college students is mainly reflected in the ideological and political education of full-time teachers and students, teachers, counselors and college workers discipline staff, all the main role in the process of education cannot be replaced, and complement each other, constitute the main body of the honesty education system, requirements should make full use of all kinds of subjects in the honesty education the role of. Adopt classified and stratified education, classify and teach students in accordance with their aptitude, and carry out appropriate honest and clean education for different age stages, subject categories and majors.
The diversity of the way of education and the comprehensiveness of the content of education. To carry out effective college students' integrity education should be carried out in accordance with the physical and mental characteristics of the University and the use of various educational media. One is to adhere to the combination of positive guidance and warning education, two is to change the single indoctrination mode, three educations is to play the role of modern educational technology and the media, focusing on the use of network information technology, such as the SMS, micro-blog, websites and other modern information technology, provides the rich knowledge, let the honesty education go down the classroom, into the various aspects of life of College students.

The openness of the educational environment and the scientificity of the educational evaluation. We should effectively link the clean government education and the improvement of the social clean government environment, and make full use of the social clean government environment to guide the honest and clean education of college students. From the point of view of education evaluation, we should regularly organize the implementation of University's probity education implementation and examine and check, and take the examination results as an important index to measure the running level of colleges and universities.
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